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catalogue 2021

GERANIUMS

grow your own

Summer Fruits
HOUSE PLANTS

showcasing new varieties & many more

Spring
WELCOME TO

Fantasy

Produce extra-large, vibrant,
showy flowers, that perform
year after year and are
available in a vast range of
colours

Hot Pink

Spring has arrived and the daylight hours
are getting longer. It’s an exciting time
for gardeners as the next wave of
flowering plants begin to shine. It’s also
time to prepare those garden beds and
pots around the home for the warm
season annuals and summer vegetables.
Let’s get back into the garden together
and prepare and plant for the warm
sunny days ahead.

Cherry Red

White

Orange Sunset

We have some exciting new plants to
highlight to you in this latest edition of
our catalogue, along with the usual
all-time favourites for this time of year.
Tried and tested at our family-owned
nursery here in sunny Queensland you
can rest assured the plants will provide
you with years of enjoyment. Look to
plant your sun loving annuals for months
of colour, warm season vegetables and
hardy natives and perennials.

Lemon Delight

Ruby Red

Orange Sunburst

Shabby Chic

Sunset Ruffle

Keep an eye out on our social pages for
more tips, ideas and great new plants.

Jam Drop

New

Lavender
Available from February

Petite Orange

Hibiscus

Pohlmans have one of the largest hibiscus collections available
year-round. From our showstopping single flowering varieties in all
colours of the rainbow, to the huge double flowering hibiscus.
The unique Petites range which are covered in flowers almost
year-round are an eye-catching addition to any garden or perfect
in patio pots. Be sure to check the full range available. Hibiscus
benefit from a trimming once a year in late winter and early spring
and they will reward you with loads of flowers and lush growth.
Available in 140mm pots all year round.

Medusa Double Red

Adonicus Double Yellow

Double
Produce super-size
flowers up to 15cm in
diameter on a
compact strong plant.

New

Adonicus Double Apollo

Petite

Smaller in flower size but
these compact plants are
loaded in blooms most of
the year.

New
Petite Pink

GROW YOUR OWN

Passionfruit
Passionfruit vines are an incredible plant to grow in
any garden. Not only do they produce delicious
fruit, but their vine can also serve as a stunning
camouflage over unsightly fences or walls.
Available in a range of different skin colours their
mouth-watering, sweet flesh is perfect for desserts.
• Edulis Black
• Pandora Red
• Golden Nugget

Blueberry
BLUE ROSE

NORTHLAND

A self-pollinator with medium chill
hours required. Has lovely autumn
colouring in the foliage and
produces abundant fruit from
January to March. Allow fruit to
ripen on the bush for maximum
sweetness.

A self-pollinating variety,
Northland produces abundant
fruit from December to March.
Fruit continues to get sweeter
the longer it hangs on the bush.
Grows to a height of 2m x 1.5m
wide. Suitable for pots.

Available in 125mm pots from
October.

Available in 125mm pots from
November.

GRAPES
MENINDEE SEEDLESS

WHITE MUSCAT

One of our favourites and best
sellers. A large oval seedless grape
with light green skin and crisp fresh
tasting flesh. Fruit is harvested from
mid Jan to Feb and is considered one
of the best eating grapes.

A popular table grape. Large
yellow-green, seeded grapes. Firm,
very sweet flesh and strong Muscat
flavour. Not vigorous but bears
heavily. Requires warm climate. Mid to
late season. Can be dried as raisins or
used to produce white Muscat wine.

RED GLOBE

BLACK MUSCAT

A large, round seeded grape with
pinkish red skin. It has a crisp
texture and sweet flavour. Later
harvest from March to May.

A table or wine grape. Produces
compact bunches of round, plump,
black fruit with a strong Muscat
flavour. A vigorous and reliable
vine.

CITRUS
LEMONICIOUS & SUBLIME
Citrus Lemonicious & Citrus Sublime
are compact growing small trees
bearing, very juicy, and versatile
home-grown fruit. In a large pot,
they reach around 1.5m x 1m,
creating the ultimate decorative pot
for your outdoor living area. Frost
and coastal tolerant they are easy to
grow and easy to maintain.

Fresh is best, and for added vibrance in your garden and
in every meal, Hidden Valley Herbs are the perfect
addition. A range with the most popular culinary flavours
available, Hidden Valley Herbs are selected for the home
gardener/chef to enjoy convenient, high quality,
home-grown herbs with a perpetual life.
®

Available varieties: Basil Purple • Basil Greek • Basil Lettuce Leaf • Basil Lime • Basil Sweet • Catgrass • Chive Normal
Coriander • Curry Plant • Dill • Mint Thai • Mint Ginger • Mint Mojito • Mint Banana • Mint Garden • Oregano Green
Parsley Italian • Parsley Afro • Rocket • Rosemary Officinalis • Sage • Thyme Lemon • Thyme Pizza • Thyme
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It's a fact of life,

"F resh is B es t"

There is simply no better way of
having fresher vegetables
packed with nutrients and fibre,
than harvesting them right from
your very own garden.
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TOMATO FAVOURITES

4 popular tomato varieties in the one pack!
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Grosse Lisse

First Prize

A mid to late season variety
producing medium to large
sized fruit.

A heavy yielding variety
producing round, ﬂat shaped,
bright red fruit.

Roma

Cherry

An egg variety, producing
low acid, pear shaped,
medium ﬁrm, deep red fruit.

An indeterminate variety
producing 2cm size fruit with
a sweet ﬂavour.

Melon
Mouse
A cucumber relative that
produces an abundance of grape
sized fruit which resemble
miniature watermelons rather
than cucumbers. Use raw added
to salads, whole or sliced and
even to salsa sauces. May also
be pickled as for other gherkins
or chopped and cooked in stir
fry. Ideal for kid's lunch boxes.

Lettuce
Bistro Blend

Cucumber
Patio

All lettuces provide some
potassium, ﬁbre and folic
acid to the diet. This
delightful mix of leaf
lettuces can be harvested
a leaf at a time. Including
red and green cos, plus
oakleaf types, this mix
will provide a colourful
addition to any salad or
sandwich.

Speciﬁcally bred for patio
and pot gardening. The
neat, compact plant
produces high yields of
deep green15-20cm fruit.
Pick regularly to
encourage more fruit.
Can be used for pickling,
salads and sandwiches.

Generations of gardeners can’t be wrong! The Diggers Club have
championed the heirloom movement and here’s why...
They have superior flavour, excellent disease-resistance and
varieties that cannot be found at the supermarket. The best
choice for home gardeners, they are like treasured antiques,
passed from one generation to the next
because of their superior flavour
and long harvest. Specialising
in hard to find vegetables
and flowers, the Diggers
Club trial and taste what
you grow, so that you
can savour the flavour of
heirlooms enjoyed by
generations of gardeners,
just like you!

 Varieties have been selected over generations by home
gardeners.
 An extended harvest, as heirlooms do not crop all at
once.
 Homegrown vegetables have nutrients, flavour and
texture that is lost during transport and storage before
reaching the supermarket.
 Huge range to choose from: colours, flavours and
varieties to suit all gardeners and taste buds.
 We have trialled and selected all varieties to endure
both productivity and flavour.
 Offering a wide range of diverse vegetables, means that
everyone can find something they like and it’s better
for bio diversity.
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GERANIUMS
Geraniums are tough
and love a sunny
position in your
garden. With big
bold colours, they
are easy care and a
great addition to
almost every garden.

BIG RED
Dark green leaves and big, bold red ﬂowers
adorn the number one selling geranium in the
world. Tried and true! Big Red will transport
you to the streets of Italy with their window
boxes dripping with red geraniums. Flower
almost all year round and will handle the heat
and humidity of Australia.

OH SO ORANGE
A true orange geranium
that is truly eye catching.
Large bright orange
ﬂowers makes this
geranium a must in the
garden or feature pot.

IVY GERANIUMS
Available in our Floweressence 4
pack range, these beautiful ivy
geraniums are perfect for hanging
baskets and a great addition to any
combination planting. Their
crawling, trailing habits intertwine
with other plants and spill out over
the edges of the container.

TEX MEX
We have added some new colours to the Tex Mex range
which are perfect for that warm sunny spot in your
garden. Bring a touch of the Mediterranean to your
garden.
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& ROBUST

DAHLIAS
We have made our selections of
dahlias this year with the brightest and
best performing varieties making the
grade. We have some unique
multi-coloured types, the dark leafed
Temptations and super-size double
flowers with the La Bella range. The
unique Neon Pink star is also sure to
catch your eye with its double pink
spider type flowers.

Neon
Pink Star

EXTRALARGE
FLOWERS

DARK
FOLIAGE

da hlia

Tequil a

SU N RIS E

Tequila
Sunrise

PLEASE RECYCL
E
THIS TAG

Tempation

La Bella

Assorted
colours

Assorted
Colours

SENECIO
Angel Wings

NEW

This unique eye-catching perennial will
be a showstopper for your garden. Its
silvery foliage is hard to resist.
Originating from Chile, it is drought and
salt tolerant. Makes a great statement in
the garden but equally as a stand-alone
plant in a display pot. Fast growing and
it forms a nice clump in the pot. Looks
great contrasting against vibrant colour.
Available in 175mm pots from
September.

GERBERA
Garvinea
This garden range of Garvineas are a class above
the rest. A full range of colours that handle heat,
humidity and continue to provide loads of flowers.
Perfect for pots or garden beds in warm sunny
locations. Pest & disease tolerant.

CALIBRACHOA

Sun Bells

Calibrachoa Sun Bells is a compact,
mounding plant with a trailing habit
that is ideally suited to hanging baskets,
mixed containers or as a colourful
ground cover. It produces an
abundance of flower power through
masses of 2.5cm flowers in yellow, red,
blue, pink and white and has
exceptional garden performance.

DIANTHUS
Beautiful, long-lasting flowers are the showpiece
of this versatile range of perennial dianthus. An
abundance of flowers on short stems creates the
appearance of a bouquet of flowers making them
perfect for dressing up as the perfect gift.
Relatively heat and drought tolerant, they also

CUPHEA

make a great landscape garden plant. Cut back
hard after flowering and you will continue to

Firecracker

enjoy their beauty for years on end.

Firecracker is covered in red
and purple flowers and
creates a spectacular display
against its solid green foliage.
Tiny cigar shaped tubular
flowers attract pollinators to
your garden. Is heat and
Pink
Kisses

Peach
Party

Purple
Wedding

NEW
Kaylee

drought tolerant and will be
sure to brighten up any
garden space. Grows to 50cm
wide and 25cm high.

ALSTROEMERIA
Mixed
Also known as the Princess or Peruvian
Lillie, Alstroemerias are native to South
America and form a low maintenance
clump when established. They bring a
burst of colour to your garden and make
for an excellent cut flower with extended
vase life. A vast range of colours will
make a continual show in the garden
right through till Autumn.
Available in 175mm pots from
September.
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Fragrance King
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Our rose collection continues to grow

with the additions of the Showpiece and

A stunning patio rose with a
very strong fragrance. Produces
an amazing display of salmon
pink flower on a compact frame
with glossy green foliage. An
outstanding performer in
pots or the garden.
Height 40-70cm.

Carmen Red

A stunning dark red patio rose
with glossy foliage and large
7-8cm flowers. Perfect for
pots or well suited to garden
planting.
Height 40-70cm.

Flower Carpet collections. We now have
roses for all conditions and uses.
If a ground cover rose is required we
have the Flower Carpets, in a range of 7
delightful colours. We have the fantastic
new Showpiece Rose with 4 colours
currently and more to come, these bush
roses are great for the garden and
larger pots around the home. Highly
fragrant and with their long stems can
be cut and placed into a vase for
enjoyment.
The Jewels range are more compact
and perfectly suited as a gift or for a

Juicy

A beautiful patio rose with large
7-8cm flowers with apricot pink
hues.
Height 40-70cm.

Festival

A stunning patio rose which
produces an amazing display
of bright yellow blooms which
change to coral as they age.
Height 40-70cm.

Clear White

An impressive patio rose
producing pure bright white 5-6
cm blooms.
Height 40-70cm.

small space in your garden. Loaded with
flowers and follow up buds the Jewels
range will bring months of enjoyment.
Also available are these stunning
varieties.

Neptune King
An outstanding patio rose
producing show stopping
extra large 9-10cm flowers
with watermelon and pink
tinges.
Height 40-70cm.

HOUSE
PLANTS
Indoor plants and home décor is still very
much on trend as we continue to work
more from home. All the rooms in the
house now have space for plants including
the home office, bedrooms as well the
kitchen and bathroom. Whether it’s a small
peperomia or a hanging Philodendron,
there’s a plant for every place.

CALATHEA
Calathea is a genus of plants with over
200 species. Part of the Marantaceae
family some are commonly called Peacock
plants or Prayer plants due to their nature
of folding their leaves upwards during the
night. They have amazing leaf colours with
varying patterns which make them highly
desirable in the garden and for indoor
plants.
Our calathea range includes:

Freddy

Julia

Illustris

Medallion

Bicajoux Pink

Makoyana

White Fusion

Vittata

Lancifolia

Beauty Star

BEGONIA
BELEAF RANGE
Rex begonias are making a
comeback. The Beleaf range are a
collection you must see to ‘Beleaf’!
Each begonia has unique colours
and markings, you will be wanting
to collect them all. Originating from
tropical rainforest region, the Beleaf
Begonia has been developed for
optimal use as a house plant. They
enjoy light but avoid full sun in
summer months. Water 1-2 times
per week. Remove the older leaves
as they mature so the younger
leaves have room to develop.

Asian Tundra

Purple Blush

Amazon River

ALOCASIA
RED SECRET

Maori Haze

Nauilus Lilac

NEW

Red Secret – with its dazzling shiny
leaves, it will stand out in any setting
in your home. The leaves have a
deep burgundy sheen with
prominent veins. The leaf
looks almost scale-like in
its appearance. Prefers
a warm position.
Available in
130mm pots from
September.

Alaska Creek

MONSTERA
SILTEPECANA
An epiphytic or climbing plant from the southern
American jungle, this plant will make an
impression on you. It loves to climb or trail so give
it the space on a totem and it will make a great
display plant. Has a dark green veiny leaf.
Available in 130mm pots from September.

PEPEROMIA
VANILLA

NEW

Glossy green ovate leaves which stand out from the
crowd make this peperomia a must have in your
collection. Low growing clumping form with little white
flowers appearing in the warmer months. Perfect for
small pots on your kitchen bench or office workspace.
Available in 130mm pots from September.

WATERMELON
A cute native of south America
this peperomia has leaves that
resemble watermelons. Large
specimens make for an
incredible display plant.
Available in 130mm pots from
October.

PICCOLO BANDA
This cute mini watermelon
Peperomia is a great house
plant. Perfect for the small pots
its leaves resemble mini
watermelons.
Available in 130mm pots from
September.

RED WATERMELON

A unique new cultivar with its
heart shaped leaves and silvery
leaves and red underside. Perfect
in small spaces and pots around
the home. Pinching out the
flower stem will help the plant
branch and fill out the pot.
Available in 130mm pots from
September.

DIAMOND
A prostrate, trailing form of
peperomia which suits small
hanging baskets. It sprawls and
tumbles over the sides of the
pot making for a great addition
to your collection. It displays
diamond shaped leaves with
bright green veins.
Available in 130mm pots from
September.

COMING SOON
to hanging baskets:
Philodendron Brazil,
Monstera Adansonii
Philodendron Micans.

NEW

POTHOS

NEW

SILVER

MANJULA

Slightly raised silvery
splashes cover the dark
green leaves. With a slightly
larger leaf than its closely
related ‘Satin‘ form, the
Silver Pothos is slow
growing, but makes an
incredible display in
hanging baskets and
totems.

The Pothos Manjula is a
close relative to the Snow
Queen pothos. It features
wide heart shaped leaves
with shades of white, cream
and light green. Can be tip
pruned to remain compact in
pots or allowed to trail and
fill a hanging basket.
Available in 130mm pots
from October

Available in 130mm pots
from September.

NEW

SATIN

CEBU BLUE

Silvery grey spots adorn the
dark green heart shaped
leaves of this cute Pothos.
Compact and slow growing,
it’s a collector’s addition and
perfect for hanging baskets.

An evergreen tropical vine
which displays a unique
silvery blue-green tinge on
its leaves. A climbing trailing
plant which will look good
trailing in a hanging basket
or climbing up a totem. Low
maintenance and slow
growing.

Available in 130mm pots
from September.

SYNGONIUM
FANTASY

Available in 130mm pots
from October.

NEW

Like its closely related cousin 3 Kings, the Fantasy
Syngonium has striking green and pure white variegated
leaves. Some leaves will be almost white whilst others
will have splashes of green and white making each leaf a
wonderful surprise as they unfurl.
Available in 130mm pots from October.

3 KINGS

NEW

This highly sought after syngonium has a striking
green and marbly white arrow shaped leaves. No
two leaves have the same markings. Low
maintenance and very hardy this syngonium
won’t disappoint.
Available in 130mm pots from October.

ZAMIOCULCAS ZAMIIFOLIA
‘ZENZII’
An exciting new plant
addition, the zenzii was first
discovered in India and like
its cousin, the original ZZ
plant, it thrives on neglect.
Its compact in habit and has
tight glossy green leaves.
Shorter nodes between the
leaves gives the plant its
unique shape and character
and thicker bowed leaf
stems gives it a more robust
look.
Available in 130mm pots
from October.

‘JUNGLE WARRIOR’
The darker leaf form of the
green leaved ZZ plant, the
Jungle warrior is a true
stunner. Its new growth starts
out lime green and makes for
an amazing contrast against
the mature dark black foliage.
A true collectors
black which makes
for a great
statement plant in
a white pot. Does
well in low light
areas and thrives
on neglect.
Available in 130mm
pots from October.

GARDENIAS

Gardenias are an outstanding flowering shrub
grown for their exquisite, fragrant flowers and
beautiful, glossy green foliage. Gardenias make
a great display plant in any garden, either as a
single species, hedge or ground cover. Check
out our extensive range and add a touch of
magic to your garden!

Professor Pucci

Golden Magic

A beautiful Gardenia. White Gold™ is bushy &
evergreen, producing large & abundant highly
scented double white flowers. These flowers then
age to a rich golden yellow giving a striking two
tone appearance against the large, deep green
foliage, throughout Spring & Summer.

Ocean Pearl
Our range also includes:
• Aimee Yoshiba
• Florida
• Magnifica
• Grandiflora Star
• Four Seasons
• Lacey Lady
• Love

Cream

Blush

These Magnolias
are quick to grow
& love to bloom.

White

Available in three colours in 140mm pots from February

TRACHELOSPERMUM STAR JASMINE

Climbers
Our climbing collection range has
a diverse range of plants to suit a
number of situations in your
garden. Whether it’s to hide an
ugly fence or to create a
statement piece on a garden
arbour we are sure to have the
climber to suit your needs.

A classic evergreen climber or creeping ground cover which
gets covered in beautifully fragrant, white star shaped flowers
from Summer to Autumn. Performs well in a range of
conditions and looks brilliant with very little care.

Jasmine

Evergreen climbers with beautifully fragrant
flowers.

JASMINE ARABIAN
A beautiful, evergreen climber with large, glossy, green
leaves and bearing masses of fragrant, waxy pure white
flowers in Spring that fade to pink as they mature.

HARDENBERGIA PURPLE

JASMINE POLYANTHUM

A fast growing, evergreen climber with leathery,
dark green leaves. In winter and spring produces a
mass of showy, pea-shaped flowers of a rich
violet-mauve colour.

A beautiful, evergreen climber, bearing large clusters of
fragrant, white, star-shaped flowers opening from pink buds.
The deeply divided foliage is dark green and glossy. Fast
growing, low maintenance and loaded with flowers in spring.

Mandevilla

A stunning climber ideal for large patio pots and areas
of trellising. These outstanding performers produce
shiny evergreen foliage which contrasts against their
extra-large flowers which appear in the warmer
months of the year.
Deep dark red flowers on glossy dark green leaves
makes Firestorm a true standout. It pairs well with the
white crisp clean white flowers of the Snowstorm and
makes a great display in hanging baskets as well.

Solanum

A fast growing, easy care, evergreen climber which
produces masses of flowers in Summer to Autumn and
spot flowers right throughout the year. Provides a
dense cover when grown in full sun and comes in two
forms - blue or white flowers.

POTATO VINE WHITE

POTATO VINE BLUE

Pandoreas

A fast growing, hardy, evergreen climber with dark
green foliage. Produces a mass of
trumpet-shaped, fragrant flowers which cascade
to form a stunning display. Ruby flowers in spring
and white and purple flower in summer.

FIRESTORM

SNOWSTORM

Hedera

A fast growing, hardy, evergreen groundcover or climber
with broad heart shaped,, ornamental foliage which will
cling to walls. Faster growing than the English Ivy and
better suited to our Queensland climate.

White
WHITE

HEDERA CANARIENSIS
GREEN

HEDERA CANARIENSIS
VARIEGATED

RUBY

PURPLE

Lomandra – C
rackerjack™

BILLY CAN GRASSES ARE AN
INNOVATIVE RANGE OF
ROBUST GRASSES PERFECT
FOR COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL USE.
SPECIALLY SELECTED FOR
AUSSIE BACKYARDS, THEY
SUIT BOTH CONTEMPORARY
AND NATIVE STYLES.

WINTER HARDY AND EVERGREEN
LOW MAINTENANCE
VERY COLOURFUL
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
PERFECT FOR LIVING WALLS, MIXED CONTAINERS, ROOF GARDENS AND EDGES

Dianella Streetscape™

Lomandra Ocean™

Tropi™ is a new, relatively
compact hysterix variety that
will reach around 80cm tall and
form a clump 60-80cm wide.
Selected for its clean growing
foliage which doesn’t burn or
yellow in Winter along with a
gently arching to weeping
habit. It is an extremely tough
and vigorous grower which will
tolerate waterlogged or dry
conditions. It will produce
yellow flowers that stand just
above the foliage height.

Ocean™ has a dense,
upright habit with blue-green
foliage that remains very
clean throughout the year.
Small blue flowers are held
within the foliage, out of
sight. Lomandra Ocean™ is
tolerant of extreme heat,
frost and drought and is a
quick and easy to grow
longifolia. Height to 30cm
and 60cm wide.

W

Streetscape™ is a very
impressive Australian grass. It
offers a great looking dense
plume of strappy foliage.
Streetscape tolerates all
climates from the tropics of
QLD to the temperate states
of southern Australia. It is a
superior Dianella variety for
residential gardens and
commercial landscaping
projects. Grows to 60cm high
and 50cm wide.

Dianella Blue Ripple™

NE

Lomdandra Tropi™

Lomdandra Trojan™

Festuca Beyond Blue™

W

Lomdandra Crackerjack™

Crackerjack™ exhibits a
strong, but graceful presence
in the landscape. The fine
leaves of Crackerjack sway in
the wind, creating a soft
flimsy element, to soften
hard landscapes such as
paths and driveways. New
seasons growth is blue
maturing to green with age.
Reaches a height of 70cm
and width of 1m.

NE

•
•
•
•
•

Lomandra Low Vista™

Trojan™ is a hardy, drought
tolerant Lomandra variety. It
grows best in free draining
soil conditions. The narrow
leaves of Trojan form a dense
tuft making it ideal for
growing grass-like hedges,
planting as a border plant
around paving or group
planting for ground cover
under trees or around
shrubs. Grows to 50-70cm.

Blue Ripple™ develops an
attractive clump of broad,
light blue foliage, ideal for
creating natural garden
borders, or planting amongst
low growing flowering
plants. Blue Ripple is very
hardy, drought tolerant and
low maintenance. In late
Spring, a multitude of royal
blue berries provide a
spectacular display just
above the foliage. Height
30-35cm.
Beyond Blue™ develops an
attractive clump of light blue
foliage, ideal for creating
natural garden borders, or
planting amongst low
growing flowering plants.
Beyond Blue™ is very hardy,
drought tolerant and low
maintenance ideal for
creating dramatic clumps
contrasting with clipped
hedges and shrubs. Height
40cm.
Low Vista™ is a new
compact variety with deep
lime, fine foliage and a
compact, dense and tight
growing habit. This variety is
perfect for landscape
planting where a lower
sightline is required. Low
Vista is very tolerante of sun,
heat and drought and very
uniform and vigorous in
production. Grows to
approximately 40-60cm high
and wide,

